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Chairman Hancock and members of the committee, thank you for the opportunity to submit 
written comments about the importance of hardening our state's electric grid. I am David 
Grantham, a senior fellow at the National Center for Policy Analysis. We are a nonprofit, 
nonpartisan public policy research organization dedicated to developing and promoting private 
alternatives to government regulation and control.

Other testimonies have or will detail the extreme threats to arguably the most vulnerable part of 
our nation’s infrastructure. These are well-documented. Instead, I want to quickly explain why 
catastrophic damage to an already fragile Texas grid will have devastating consequences for the 
entire country's security.

It is not stretch to say that as Texas goes, so goes the nation. 

Most know that the Lone Star State has the second-largest economy and the second-largest 
population of any state in the country. Few know that it also has the second highest concentration 
of military installations outside the Northern Virginia/D.C. metro area, and hosts just over 11 
percent of the active duty military population currently stationed in the continental United States. 
Add in civilians, reservists and National Guard members, and the total defense-related 
population in the state exceeds a quarter of a million people. 

Thanks to Texas’ modern airfields, efficient road systems and extensive rail transportation 
capabilities, the Pentagon has been able to mobilize and deploy troops with incredible speed and 
efficiency.  In fact, since 2002, over 1 million military personnel have been sent from Texas in 
support of the United States’ most important international conflicts. 

Indeed, the B-1 bomber at Dyess Air Force Base (AFB) is a favorite of Pentagon war planners, 
having flown the most combat sorties of any long-range bomber from October 2001 to now. It is 
found in only two places: Texas and South Dakota. Exclusive dependence on two locations for 
the U.S. military’s most effective long-range strike capability means any prolonged grid 
disruption would singlehandedly and immediately undermine U.S. readiness capabilities.  
Moreover, a prolonged outage would make ineffective the C-130s stationed at Dyess - the very 
planes that respond to the disaster for the entire Gulf Coast.  

The same could be said for Fort Hood. The Army considers the base to be one of its leading 
“Power Projection Platforms,” meaning it has the capacity to deploy one or more high priority 
units or to mobilize high priority reserve components rapidly and effectively. Hood has 289 
deployable units and over 70,000 deployable troops, the most of any Army base in the world. 
The Texas Military Preparedness Commission estimates that Fort Hood has deployed and 
redeployed over 800,000 soldiers since 2003.

From the Fort Worth Joint Reserve Base, which is the largest joint reserve operation in the 
country to Corpus Cristi and its vital naval assets for border protection and humanitarian 
assistance, from rapid mobilization to next-generation weapons, the country’s national security 
depends on a functioning Texas grid. And the increasingly unstable geopolitical environment 
combined with a near-complete societal reliance on electronic technology demands action. There 
are readily available and cost-effective shielding technologies designed to safeguard electric grid 
components from an EMP, and detailed steps on implementation. The solutions are at our 
fingertips. State leadership and the utilities industry just need to make securing the grid a top 
priority.     

Remember: As Texas goes, so goes the nation.
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Question Three: Texas Military Forces. Texas has the nation’s largest state military force at nearly 23,000 
troops.  They represent an invaluable resource for border security, search and rescue and natural 
disaster response. The Pentagon also relies heavily on the Texas Guard for its global 
responsibilities. Since 2001, over 52,000 Texas guard troops have deployed in support of 
overseas missions, primarily wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. I had the privilege of serving with 
some of these guard troops at Camp Bucca in southern Iraq in 2006.   

Question One: America’s Defense Workforce in Texas. The Lone Star state ranks in the top three for 
receipt of defense contracts. The aerospace manufacturing industry in Texas is second in the nation, and 
17 out of the 20 largest aerospace companies in the world have operations in the state. The 
greater Dallas/Fort Worth area alone boasts nearly twenty of the nation’s most prestige defense 
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aerospace firms, including L-3 Communications, Bell Helicopter, Raytheon, Boeing and 
Lockheed Martin Aeronautics Company.  

The high concentration of defense-related technological development and manufacturing means 
the U.S. government cannot afford for the Lone Star state to go dark. The consequences of 
protracted work stoppages to those major contractors in Texas goes well beyond a threat to 
America’s rapid defense capabilities. Indeed, any outstanding disruption in the production of the 
military’s most critical weapon systems would severely undermine long-term defense strategy.  
If Texas lost power, the United States would see the third largest producer of military assets go 
silent. Maintenance of existing platforms, delivery of new systems and the construction of next 
generation technology would most likely cease. Adversaries would know that America lost 
future strategic and operational advantages.  

Question Two: The 136th airlift wing of the Texas Air National Guard in Fort Worth flies the 
world-renowned c-130s. These remains the primary emergency hurricane response 
component for the entire Gulf Coast and are the only such Guard aircraft in the Gulf of 
Mexico region. They flew 423 storm sorties and hauled 939 tons of supplies during 
Hurricane Katrine and Rita in 2005 and Gustav and Ike in 2008. Similar,y we can expect any 
functioning military assets to be rerouted for humanitarian purposes during a blackout, 
further weakening our readiness and defense.




